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From zero resistance states to absolute negative conductivity
in microwave irradiated two-dimensional electron systems
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Recent experimental results regarding a two-dimensional electron gas subjected to microwave
radiation reveal that magnetoresistivity, apart from presenting oscillations and zero resistance states,
can evolve to negative values at minima. Here the authors present a theoretical model which
explains the transition from zero resistance states to absolute negative conductivity in terms of
multiphoton assisted electron scattering due to charged impurities and shows how this transition can
be driven by tuning microwave frequency and intensity. This opens the possibility of controlling the
magnetoconductivity in microwave driven nanodevices and understanding the novel optical and
transport properties of such devices. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2335408�
The effect of an ac field on the electronic transport prop-
erties of nanostructures has been an active research topic in
the last years. Ten years ago, transport experiments on ac-
driven weakly coupled semiconductor superlattices reveled a
fascinating, nonintuitive, behavior: for certain parameters of
the ac potential and stationary electric field, the electronic
current flowed uphill presenting absolute negative conductiv-
ity �ANC�.1 Recently two experimental groups2,3 have an-
nounced the existence of oscillations and zero resistance
states �ZRSs� in the longitudinal magnetoresistivity ��xx� of
two-dimensional electron systems �2DESs� subjected to mi-
crowave �MW� radiation and a perpendicular magnetic field
�B�. One of the most controversial topics in this field has
been the existence of ANC and even the very presence of
ZRS has been also questioned.4,5 Most experimental
works,2,3,6–10 report clearly such vanishing dissipation states
but not ANC. Only Willett et al.,11 and very recently Zudov
et al.,12 have reported minima in which �xx is distinctly nega-
tive. On the other hand many theoretical contributions have
been presented to explain �xx oscillations with B and the
possibility of ZRS and ANC.4,5,13–21

Here we present a microscopical theory which explains
how the system evolves from ZRS to ANC. The proposed
theory is based on a recently presented model19 where we
explain the �xx behavior of a 2DES at low B and under MW
radiation. We obtained the exact solution of the correspond-
ing electronic wave function, which is expressed is terms of
photosatellites and energy sidebands,
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where e is the electron charge, �n is the solution for the
Schrödinger equation of the unforced quantum harmonic os-
cillator, w the MW frequency, wc the cyclotron frequency, E0
the intensity for the MW field, X is the center of the orbit for
the electron motion, xcl�t� is the classical solution of a forced
harmonic oscillator, xcl=eEo /m*
�wc

2−w2�2+�4cos wt, L is
the lagrangian, and Jm are Bessel functions. According to
that model, due to the MW radiation, center positions of
electronic orbits are not fixed, but they oscillate back and
forth harmonically with w. The amplitude A for these har-
monic oscillations is given by A=eEo /m*
�wc

2−w2�2+�4.
Electrons suffer scattering due to charged impurities that

are randomly distributed in the sample. To proceed we cal-
culate the electron-charged impurity multiphoton assisted
transition rate Wn,m from an initial state �n�x , t� to a final
state �m�x , t�:

Wn,m=Wn,m�0�� �B0+B1+B2�, where Wn,m�0� is the
transition rate when J0�1 �see Ref. 19�, and
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Here Am,�n�= ��eE0 /��Xm,�n��1/w

+w /
�wc
2−w2�2+�4��eimwt. The summation index i is the

number of sidebands considered, which fixes the highest or-
der of multiphoton processes taken into account. In our cal-
culation we have considered up to two photons. � is the state
�Landau level� broadening.

The next step is to find out the average effective distance
advanced by the electron in every scattering jump which is
given by �see Ref. 19 for a detailed explanation�: 	XMW

=	X0+A cos w
, where 	X0 is the effective distance ad-
vanced when there is no MW field present and 1/
=Wn,m �

being the impurity scattering time�. If the average value
	XMW is different from zero over all the scattering processes,
the electron possesses an average drift velocity �n,m in the x
direction. This drift velocity can be calculated readily by
introducing the term 	XMW into the transition rate, and fi-
nally the longitudinal conductivity �xx can be written as
�xx= �2e /Edc���En��n,m�f�En�− f�Em��dEn, where f i and f f

are the distribution functions for the initial and final Landau
states, respectively. Gathering all the terms, we finally obtain
the expression

�xx = �xx�0��B0�f�En� − f�Em�� + B1�f�En� − f�Em + �w��

+ B2�f�En� − f�Em + 2�w��� , �5�

and �xx�0� is the conductivity when J0�1 �see Ref. 19�. To
obtain �xx we use the relation �xx=�xx / ��xx

2 +�xy
2 ���xx /�xy

2 ,
where �xy �nie /B and �xx�xy.

In Fig. 1 the calculated �xx as a function of B for differ-
ent MW powers at fixed frequency �=w /2�=70 GHz is
shown. The inset shows the evolution from ZRS to negative
conductivity. Our results follow the qualitative experimental
behavior11 and show that ANC occurs at the principal mini-
mum, as the incident radiation power is increased. The
physical explanation is as follows. In Fig. 2 we represent
schematic diagrams to describe �xx evolution at minima. In
Fig. 2�a� orbits are moving forward and on average the elec-
tron advances a shorter distance than in the no MW case,
	XMW�	X0. This corresponds to a decrease in the conduc-
tivity but �xx�0 still. If we raise the MW power we will
eventually reach the situation depicted in Fig. 2�b�, where

FIG. 1. �Color online� Calculated magnetoresistivity �xx as a function of B,
for different MW intensities at �=70 GHz. In the inset we show amplifica-
tions of principal minima. Zero resistance states, absolute negative conduc-
tivity, and the corresponding evolution for increasing MW power can be
observed. Temperature: 500 mK.
orbits are moving forwards but their amplitude A is larger
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than the electronic jump. In this case the jump is blocked
because the final state is occupied. This is the physical origin
of the ZRS. At fixed photon frequency, small values for MW
power correspond to transitions where no photon absorption
or emission is involved, i.e., the arguments of Bessel func-
tions are so small that only J0 terms need to be taken into
account. This implies that only direct, J0→J0, transitions are
relevant. If we further increase the MW power, while keep-
ing the frequency constant, the argument of the Bessel func-
tions will become larger, and higher order sidebands must be
considered: multiphoton transitions become relevant. Transi-
tions such as J1→J0 and J2→J0, which correspond to one
photon and two photon processes, respectively, can then play
an effective role in the current. At minima and for A larger
than the electron scattering jump �large MW power�, we find
a situation where 	XMW�0. However, for multiphoton tran-
sitions J1→J0 or J2→J0, etc., the difference of distribution
functions �f i− f f��0. These processes �	XMW�0 and �f i

− f f��0Þ�xx�0� produce negative contributions to the cur-
rent and are the physical origin of ANC. One surprising ef-
fect in the experimental results is the positive peak in the
middle of �xx negative minimum. This is also observed in
calculated results �see inset of Fig. 1�. The explanation for
this can be readily obtained. In a regime with 	XMW�0 and
finite temperature, direct �J0→J0� transitions can correspond
to negative values for the difference of electronic distribution
functions �f i− f f�. This is due to the fact that in such a re-
gime, the final state is always deeper in energy than the
initial state, with respect to the Fermi energy. Considering
the smearing of the distribution function at finite tempera-
ture, the final result is that f i� f f Þ �f i− f f��0. When
	XMW�0 and �f i− f f��0, an effective positive net current
will be produced giving rise to a positive �xx. Positive net
values for �xx in the middle of the main minima have been
experimentally obtained by other groups,7,11 notably in Ref.
7, where this effect was termed “breakdown of ZRS.”

Figure 3 shows �xx vs B for different MW frequencies at
fixed MW power. ANC is achieved for all the cases pre-
sented and the growth of the central peak as frequency is
increased is clearly visible �see inset�. The explanation is as
follows. At constant E0, lower w corresponds to high values
for the Bessel function arguments, i.e., J0’s are decreasing
and Jn�0’s are increasing. In this regime, direct transitions
�positive contributions� become less important than multi-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematic diagrams of electronic transport describing
�xx evolution at minima, for fixed MW frequency and different MW
intensities.
photon, Jn→J0 transitions �negative contributions�. Eventu-
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ally the positive contributions are totally compensated by the
negative ones and the central peak at minimum vanishes.

In Fig. 4�a� we represent calculated �xx vs B at fixed w
and E0 and at increasing external dc bias Edc. We can observe
at the two main minima how the �xx negative values are
shifted to positive as Edc is raised. The explanation can be
seen from the schematic diagrams in Figs. 4�b� and 4�c�. In
both cases we are in a regime where 	XMW�0. At lower
bias �Edc1, Fig. 4�b��, one-photon transitions giving negative
current �J1→J0� dominate and, except in the central peak,
they can compensate the positive direct �J0→J0� contribu-
tions. We observe that the final state for J1→J0 is well above
the Fermi energy and the corresponding difference �f i− f f�
�0 is important making the negative contributions relevant.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Calculated magnetoresistivity �xx as a function of B,
for different frequencies at MW intensity E0=150 V/m. In the inset we
display a rising central peak in the middle of negative minimum that be-
comes positive as the MW frequency is increased. Temperature: 500 mK.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Calculated �xx vs B at two minima for fixed MW
frequency and intensity and different external dc biases �Edc�. Temperature

500 mK.
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At higher bias Edc2, we reach the situation depicted in Fig.
4�c�. The corresponding slope for the Fermi energy is larger
than in the Edc1 case. Now the final state is below EF, i.e., it
is not empty making the corresponding difference �f i− f f�
�0 and the contribution to the current evolves from negative
to positive. The final result is that the �xx negative values
get smaller for increasing Edc becoming eventually zero or
positive.

Therefore we can state that high values for E0 /w and a
regime of lower values for Edc, constitute the two main con-
ditions which have to be fulfilled in order to obtain ANC.
Thus according to our theoretical model and taking into ac-
count of the experimental difficulties to measure negative
resistance, we believe that by tuning the appropriate MW
parameters and external dc bias, it would be possible to ex-
perimentally observe the evolution from ZRS to ANC.
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